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Abstract: Deleuze (1990) states in Negotiations that signs are realized 
in ideas. Although Deleuze referred to cinema, his thinking about 
signs and ideas can apply to drawings. Cinema is moving imagery 
and drawing is static, however both are informed and constructed 
from realized ideas that continue to shift beyond the artifact. Theories 
about children’s drawings have historically pertained to establishing 
schematic universalities rather than acknowledging the 
agglomerative connections they make to the multiple things occurring 
around a drawing as it is created. Universal schemas however persist 
within early childhood art discourses despite the growth of critical 
theory research into other aspects of childhood. Deleuze’s assertions 
about the signs and classifications of cinema help to contest notions of 
schematic development, i.e. children should progress through 
particular iconic drawing stages at particular ages. Deleuze’s quotes 
and thoughts on the imaginary and imagination are referenced to 
interrogate ‘scientific’ knowledges and the gathering of evidential 
truths about children’s intellectual growth and development. Four 
examples from a dataset of drawings from a pilot study, undertaken 
by the author that tested the methodological potential of 
intergenerational collaborative drawing in early childhood settings, 





This paper focuses on two particular texts: Negotiations (1990) in which 
Deleuze discusses via interviews, his thoughts on the imaginary in relation to 
his writings about cinema as time-image and movement-image; and Desert 
Islands (2004), a posthumous publication of essays he wrote, one of which 
includes comments on imagination in reaction to Kant's aesthetics. Deleuze’s 
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writings on imagination and the imaginary are useful in helping to theorize 
on conventional thought about the production, appraisal and meanings in 
young children’s drawings. The paper begins with Deleuze’s critiques of 
imagination and the imaginary; these critiques provide some conceptual 
entryways into rethinking how children’s drawings might be interpreted. The 
two texts are therefore referenced in relation to the symbols and marks seen 
in children’s drawings. The paper then focuses on how early childhood growth 
and development discourses can be challenged and four examples of 
intergenerational collaborative drawing help provide some focused discussion 
on this. Concepts of imagination and the imaginary are expanded on through 
the drawing examples to unsettle development theories, which periodically 
situate the child within predetermined growth expectations. The paper 
concludes by offering alternative ways for looking at and thinking about 
children’s drawings and the importance of considering the impact that 
environments and situations can have on a drawing.  
Deleuze (2004) considers Kantian thought on reason and judgment, he 
suggests Kant’s ideas about imagination are determined by fixed constructs 
of judgment, taste and aesthetics and he questions whether the conditions, or 
stipulations for these determinations are natural or universal. Deleuze 
declares imagination unimpressive, as not inherently natural but tied to 
governing determinations that act as authorizers. Imagination for Deleuze, is 
not innate, but legislated and authorized by constructed notions of taste.    
Additionally, Deleuze (1990) placed little importance on the imaginary, 
saying 'It depends, in the first place, on a crystallization, physical, chemical, 
or psychical. (p. 66). For Deleuze, the imaginary does not exist in its own 
right, it relies upon the jostling energies that occur when 'actual-virtual, 
clear-opaque, seed-environment' (p. 66) and other disrupting and contrasting 
divergences enable/initiate it. The imaginary 'defines nothing, but is defined 
by the crystal-image as a circuit of exchanges' (p. 66). The crystal-image 
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reflects many things simultaneously; the imaginary comes in to play in 
response to this multi-referential, reactive occurrence.  
Deleuze's opinion that the imaginary is contingent, without power due to its 
reliance on frictions between contrasts, is useful in challenging popular 
advocacy statements about what drawings, and, more broadly, what 
children’s art primarily demonstrates. Conventionalized theories about 
imagination and the imaginary embedded in early childhood texts advocate 
‘children draw upon the reserves of their memories, associations, and 
imaginations’ (Spaggiari & Rinaldi 1996, p. 57) to create responses, and that 
‘Imagination assumes an important educational role …generating 
meaningful patterns of ideas’ (Wachowiak & Clements 2006, p. 156) in 
cognitive development. This paper suggests that seeking evidence of 
imagination or the imaginary in children’s visual works as a determinate of 
developmental growth (see Cohen & MacKeith, 1991) is an interpretive 
analysis, and doesn’t acknowledge what might actually prompt what is 
contained in a drawing.  
 Deleuze held more regard for the signs that are emitted in the visual, 
saying ‘all images combine the same elements, the same signs, differently. 
But not just any combination's possible at just any moment: a particular 
element can only be developed given certain conditions, without which it will 
remain atrophied, or secondary’ (1990, p. 49). His focus was on reading 
imagery, and suggests that it is dependent upon the moment, the time and 
condition. The reading is temporal in that each time a reading is made it is 
slightly different because the ‘certain conditions’ of that moment change. 
Conditions include light, temperature, mood, presence as well as materials, 
surface material, surroundings, purpose, body movements.  
Thinking of the visual as full of signs, and that reading the signs 
within those visuals as being subject to contextual influences, forces a 
rethinking about what children’s drawings are.  A Deleuzian reading of 
children’s drawings sees them not as proceeding schematically through 
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anticipated stages but as a visual capture of a moment in time. Drawings are 
seen as making contingent connections with the conditions surrounding their 
creation. They are ‘a presentation of pure time’ (Deleuze 1990, p. 66), hence 
their temporal status. Each time a child draws they produce a drawing in 
reaction to what is occurring – physically through materials, environment, 
body function, and metaphysically through thoughts and mood, at that 
moment. Scrutiny of drawings should not therefore attempt to determine, fix, 
indicate, a child’s developmental or growth ‘stage’ but rather drawings should 
be thought of as momentary pauses, a momentary stillness, not a cemented 
icon of proof of some pre-determined intellectual achievement.  
Scanning drawings for evidence of particular icons or schema is a 
common approach and stems from the developmental theories provided by 
Lowenfeld in 1940s and later by Gardner in 1980s. Lowenfeld (1947) and 
Gardner (1980) proposed typically, children make particular schematic and 
iconic marks and diagrams at certain points of their maturation. Early 
childhood educators and professionals now often seek out schema and 
diagrams in children’s drawings to assert their ‘arrival’ at each growth stage. 
Visual schema is regarded as a universal language used by all children as 
they grow.         
 Deleuze, in his critique of Kant’s thinking about taste and aesthetics, 
suggested however that ‘only the imagination can and knows how to 
schematize’ (2004, p. 57).  This is not straightforward as  ‘the imagination 
does not schematize of its own accord, simply because it is free to do so. It 
schematizes only to the extent that understanding determines it, induces it to 
do so’ (p. 57). The understanding Deleuze refers to is governed by the 
determinative concepts that authorize and legislate it. In the early childhood 
context, as a child draws those authorizing concepts will include the play 
environments, toys, clothing, pictures that a child encounters in its daily life. 
Understanding relies upon an encounter, an energy shift. Schema, like the 
imaginary, must also be thought of as contingent. Schema is contingent upon 
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understanding, and understanding is determined by conditions. Because 
conditions and events are unpredictable, of the moment, then the 
understandings that bring on the determinations and inductions are equally 
unpredictable. Thinking of schema as contingent helps to contest the notion 
that the schema children draw is somehow universal or innate, or indicative 
of a pre-determined developmental milestone.  
Given that schema is contingent, children’s mark-making is almost 
always schematic. The first marks made by a baby as they drag their spoon 
through their porridge, or the marks they make with their fingers on the 
window are induced by the conditions and events of the moment. The 
frictions caused by the contrast of hard-soft, warm-cold, dry-wet as a spoon 
touches porridge brings forth an imaginative response.  
The imagination then ‘schematizes only for a speculative purpose’ 
(Deleuze 2004, p. 57). Imagination in this Deleuzian sense also determines 
how a thing might be understood as a child’s drawing, in accordance with the 
determinate concepts of the understanding. Determinate concepts emerge 
from combinations of theories, suppositions, expectations, experiences, 
examples, and others, around children’s drawings. – “I know 'this' about 
children’s drawings”. The imagination also rationalizes and recognizes the 
schema because of this knowledge. It enquires, “Is this a drawing? How is it a 
child’s drawing? What am I excluding to determine this definition?” This 
inquiry stops any disruption because ‘schematizing is indeed an original act 
of the imagination, but always in respect to a determinate concept of the 
imagination’ (Deleuze 2004 p. 59). The understanding determines what is 
being looked at, and the understanding plays the role of legislator. 
The determinative concepts therefore rely heavily upon supposition: ‘In 
these early drawings, much is left out because it is too difficult and not 
essential for the basic structure of the human which can be elaborated 
verbally’ (Golomb 2011, p. 25). Golomb’s comment supposes that the drawing 
is somehow incomplete, but that this is an expected ‘error’ in the drawing 
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produced by a child at that particular stage of their development. Golomb's 
(2011) statement that ‘most adults, quite spontaneously, recognize this figure 
as representing a person but they are puzzled by the sparse and peculiar 
design that features a big head and legs… from the child's point of view, the 
drawn figure is not incomplete, and not all one knows needs to be depicted’ (p. 
22) suggests that drawings detract from some whole complete schema, one 
pure schematic solution that the child is somehow unwilling to record. The 
suggestion is that this whole or truthful image might eventually emerge at 
some later point, as the child matures.  
In developmental discourses, conceptualizations of children’s drawings 
are thought of as universally referential and schematic. Deleuzian theories of 
the imagination and the imaginary enable a rethinking about these 
conventions in the following ways: 
• Imagination is determinative, it operates within particular bounds of 
understanding; and  
• The imaginary is contingent, it responds to conditions and events of 
the moment.  
 
Rethinking development theories 
Modernist views about children’s art and the development theories that 
subsequently blossomed, came about in the Modernist Fine Art era when 
artists such as Picasso, Kandinski, and The Surrealists explored and 
critiqued concepts of primitivism (a term which regarded children's art, and 
the art of non-Western cultures as equally 'primitive' in the sense that it 
wasn’t seen as ‘high art’). While understandings about World cultures have 
changed over time, modernist, developmental thinking around children’s art 
and drawings has been much harder to shift (see for example Coates & 
Coates, 2011; Golomb, 2011).  
A developmental view of children’s drawings upholds a modernist 
analytic frame of using ‘elements and principles’; an essentialized listing of 
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classification codes such as line, shape, form, balance, through which to look 
at the art of others as well as to determine the focus of personal work. This 
framing has dominated curriculum and pedagogy ‘since the writings of 
Spencer, Ruskin and Sully in the nineteenth century’ (Coates & Coates 2011, 
p. 97) emerging through ‘the design and delivery of curriculum materials 
aimed at developmentally appropriate arts instruction’ (Fulkova & Tipton 
2011, p. 134). The subheadings in Coates & Coates’s (2011) study into the 
meanings in young children’s drawings continue to lean towards a modernist 
categorizing as they list: 'The tendency to avoid overlapping', 'Disjuncture of 
Scale' (p. 96), and 'The mixing of plans and front elevations' (p. 95) to identify 
markers for intellectual growth. These terms determine growth as evidence of 
increased and refined perception skills, this was a significant preoccupation 
of many Modernist artists.   
The influence of developmental theories on the ways in which 
children’s drawings are viewed, and the perceived optimal conditions by 
which children should make drawings such as the 'hands-off' approach 
(Cohen & MacKeith, 1991) makes invisible, the unexpected or unexplainable.  
Analysis and theorization of drawings through this essentializing, 
developmental analytic frame relies heavily upon interpretation: ‘A 
recognizable form such as drawn circle or oval resembles a real object, for 
example, a ball, moon, or a cookie’ (Golomb 2011, p. 19). One thing is seen to 
stand for another in the search for evidence of reaching ‘a true milestone in 
the child’s cognitive and artistic development’ (p. 19)  
Developmental theory then, positions children’s drawing skills as 
always ‘in progress’, seeing schema as laying dormant in the child until the 
child’s arrival at some anticipated schematic end point. This simplifies 
knowledge and learning into a base functionality of ‘supervise, control and 
evaluate or measure according to predefined standards’ (Olsson 2009, p. 182).  
 Deleuzian concepts of the imaginary provide some different entryways 
into thinking about young children’s drawings. This is not to provide some 
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replacement analytic frame to a developmentalist model, but rather to 
surface the immanence, to foreground the internal impulse that the child is 
driven by. Children’s drawings should be thought of as mutable, the imagery 
in them dependent upon what is thought about and encountered at the 
moment the drawing begins rather than scanning their contents for evidence 
of schema that asserts the child has passed through some pre-determined, 
scientifically sanctioned symbolic stages. For example, Deleuzian concepts of 
the imaginary serve to celebrate the spontaneity of children’s drawings and 
the blank surface in a physical (the paper/surface) and metaphysical (the 
prompt) sense rather than as accumulative tasks to be completed. Children’s 
drawings should be thought of as mysterious and abstract, and their 
meanings as sometimes closed to the gaze of the audience. This is not a 
reason to disregard or mistrust what role drawings play in educational 
activity. Drawings do assist in a child’s growth and development but they 
should not be scrutinized for evidence of particular things to appear at 
certain moments of that growth. Much of the potency in children’s drawings 
is often ignored because some marks and impressions do not fit the theory 
well enough. For example, Figure 1 can be analyzed through a developmental 
lens and such an analysis might single out particular aspects of the image in 
relation to the child’s age to check whether the child is able to draw what 
might typically be demonstrated:    
 
Insert fig1_knight here 
 
Figure 1: Story-focused intergenerational collaborative drawing. 
 
A developmental analysis might downplay some of the other symbols in the 
drawing, produced by a group of seven year olds and their teacher, as 'surplus 
to requirements' in that they extend beyond any schematic ‘list’ established 
by the theory. This includes the black squares, geometric shapes and the 
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other abstract marks, plus the multiple orientation of the image (there is no 
top or bottom). In a developmental analysis these marks are ‘othered’ because 
they complicate the signs that clarify and provide evidence of children 
drawing certain things at certain times. If children’s drawings are thought 
about as ‘just images’ (Deleuze 1990, p. 38), as ideological, conforming ‘to 
accepted meanings or established precepts’ (p. 38) certain amounts of 
information are left out because ‘there's always a "rubber stamp" normalizing 
images, subtracting what we're not supposed to see.’ (Deleuze 1990, p. 43). 
Selective analyses of children’s drawings see development theories reiterated 
and legislative perceptions cemented. The just ideas in relation to drawings 
conform to accepted meanings and already-established precepts about what 
to search for, and at what age to look for it.   
 Reviewing drawings through a developmental analytical frame 
constitutes and legislates symbols. But what of the other marks? What is 
happening in those ‘othered’ spaces? Figure 1 contains much more than 
legislated schema. What is happening here, and across the whole drawing is 
not legislated evidence of predictable development but productive, immanent 
activity. This drawing emerged out of rich and multi-referential discussions 
that veered off and interwove in many directions. The drawers interacted 
across the paper, working over the drawings of others, adding to them, 
changing aspects of their meanings as they did so. Multiple literacy learning 
took place, some of which hovered over the drawing, some of which got taken 
on to the paper surface. The drawing is full of signs that are silenced by 
development theories; nevertheless they are there.  
 Popular imaginary/imagination discourses are often place-based, 
conceptualizing the child as a visitor to these different conceptual sites:  ‘their 
visual environment now contains a range of images from rainbows, hearts, 
and animals and monsters based on both the real world and the world of the 
imagination’ (Coates & Coates,  2011, p. 98; Cohen & MacKeith, 1991; 
Golomb 2011). The imaginary ‘world’ is dualistic; mysterious but existing in 
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totality, a site that cannot be defined, but one the child already knows, can 
dip into and select icons from as they draw. It is often conceptualized as both 
distinct to children and peculiar to the individual. Despite these dualisms, 
like the ‘real world’ icons, fantasy schema are commonly sought out and 
analyzed through a developmental frame.  
 Imagination and the imaginary are popularly held up as mysterious, 
highly-prized acuities that ironically must be typically demonstrated through 
particular icons. By contrast drawings about the ‘real world’ are held up as a 
kind of litmus test to ascertain intellectual growth. Underpinning each of 
these concepts (the imaginary schematic world, the real schematic world) is a 
belief in totality. Each must exist in a complete sense so that the child can 
slowly discover them, and demonstrate these discoveries as they grow. The 
rate and sophistication of these discoveries is what forms the basis for the 
developmental assessment.        
 Drawings cannot be categorized by age, stage or schema because they 
force an impact on the earth in indeterminate ways. A significant rethinking 
of how children’s drawings 'become', how they can be brought into being, and 
also how they should be thought about is sorely needed.  
Concepts of the imagination and the imaginary are now extended on 
through discussion of four intergenerational collaborative drawing examples.   
 
 
Drawings as temporal pauses 
The drawing examples included here are part of a dataset from a pilot study 
conducted by the author in 2008 into intergenerational collaborative drawing 
(Knight 2009; 2012a; 2012b; in press), a way of drawing that involves adults 
and children drawing on the same surface. The study was undertaken in 
early childhood education and care sites in Australian Capital Territory, 
Australia, with children aged 18 months – eight years of age and their adult 
carers and educators. Details about the study are reported on elsewhere 
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(Knight 2009; 2011), and focus on the inclusive practices of drawing 
collaboratively, and on concepts of temporal apprenticeship respectively.  
 This paper revisits that data in order to continue to develop critical 
theorizations about the drawings children produce. The ethics around the 
continued use of data is given careful thought by qualitative researchers 
(Moore 2007; Thompson 2000). It is certainly important to maintain a 
balance between respecting participants’ understanding of the use of their 
contributions, and the economic use of data as more ethical than setting up 
new projects to mine people for information. The continued use of data within 
the same context (as opposed to using old data for new purposes, which is 
likely to extend beyond the original permissions given by the participants) is 
seen as positive, in that the most that can be gleaned is extracted from a 
single data set, which in turn enables sustained thinking on the issue. 
 Four images from over 250 that were produced in the pilot study are 
used here. These images continue to hold much information about the 
motivations, connections and conditions for drawing, and how the thoughts 
about them are ‘always and continuously created, through relations and 
encounters’ (Olsson 2009, p. 26).  
Deleuze (1990) conceptualized development as a series of levels rather 
than as a universal plotted path that all humans move along. The levels, or 
growth points, are contingent upon events and conditions. Growth is 
regarded as natural, rather than as a ‘historical’, sequential history. 
Deleuze's concept of natural history/development as a series of occurrences 
posits drawings as markers of events rather than as indicators of some 
predetermined cognitive growth, this makes preposterous the idea that 
children's drawings are somehow able to concretely assert and confirm a 
universal intellectual growth pattern. Figure 2 elucidates on this very well. 
 
Insert Fig2_Knight here 
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Figure 2 Science-focused intergenerational collaborative drawing.  
 
Here is an intergenerational collaborative drawing, produced by an adult and 
a small group of children aged between three – five years. The stimulus for 
this drawing was to explore scientific concepts of categorization, in this case 
to categorize things found in the outdoor play area: things that are growing; 
manmade things; and things that don’t grow. The image was created in situ, 
constructed outside as the group continued to examine the play area. The 
sheet of paper is large which offered opportunity for the drawers to move 
around the paper and add details to existing work made by themself or 
another of the drawers. 
The drawing contains different types of marks, shapes, and effects 
made by the water-soluble oil pastels, paint-brushes and water used to create 
the image.  
The event and conditions that the drawing emerges from include 
drawing together, being outside, examining and recording particular things, 
and the things seen in the drawing bear connections to those. This drawing, 
as one of any number of others the group might make either alone or with 
others, forms part of a natural history of events and conditions that is 
unpredictable and unknowable. The marks and aspects that might appear in 
any subsequent works will be similarly unpredictable and unknowable. In 
this example the drawers pulled on the event (making a drawing about a 
particular concept) and they referred to it on the paper. It is possible to 
scrutinize the image for recognizable schema such as trees, people, pathways, 
that seem to provide evidence of age/stage development, however this kind of 
analysis is skewed, determinative and selective as it seeks out evidence of an 
arbitrary theory of essentialism.  
 This drawing helps to demonstrate that children make drawings in 
relation to events and conditions. What they draw is unpredictable because 
the events and conditions are unpredictable. Even if a child were to produce a 
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drawing that contains all schema asserted as ‘correct’ for some conceptualized 
stage of development, the examples here show that children do not always 
produce the same image, or pull on particular icons. They can produce 
different drawings at different moments, and can create using many different 
marks and effects. Drawing is not indicative of a particular stage of brain 
capacity or intellect, but is the result of different impulses, that are 
constantly shifting in chaotic, non-linear directions. 
 Theories of children’s drawing have asserted various ‘truths’ including 
connection between child growth and schema (Golomb, 2011; Kellogg, 1969; 
Lowenfeld & Brittain, 1987), the influence of culture (Cox, 1998), and links 
between schema and psychological assessments (Cherney, Seiwert, Dickey 
and Flichtbeil 2006). For Deleuze (1990) however ‘the image is a figure 
characterized not by any way it universally represents anything but by its 
internal singularities, the singular points it connects’ (p. 65). Nothing in the 
image is cemented definitively because no two drawings emerge from the 
exact same circumstances.  If the circumstances shift then what can be 
produced shifts out of these truthful definitions also. This is seen in the 
following three examples:   
 
Insert Fig3_knight here 
 
Figure 3: Science-focused drawing. 
 
In Figure 3, the children and adults went outside on a cloudy, rainy day and 
made a collection of solo and/or collaborative charcoal drawings based on the 
weather conditions and the dull light. Figure 3 was created by a four year-old 
preschool child, drawing alone. The minimal use of detail to convey a scene, 
the balance in the space and weight of the marks, the composition of the 
detail against the white space make this a striking and sophisticated image 
that bears little resemblance to the usual schematic symbols attributed to 4 
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year old children in many developmental psychology and early childhood 
education texts (see Malchiodi 1998; Milbrath & Trautner 2007; Strauss 
2008;). 
The point here is it is actually irrelevant whether the child knew what 
he was doing in the sense of producing such an image; what is relevant is 
how the child connected to the milieu, to the ‘assemblage’ (Deleuze & 
Guattari 1987), the multitude of objects, sensations, emotions, people, 
creatures (de Freitas 2012) that surrounded him as he drew. A child does not 
face a scene and then rummage through its brain for a pre-determined 
schema to use to portray what it sees. The child becomes part of that 
assemblage of everything (grass, damp, light, raindrops, wind, ants, children), 
along with the tools, materials, seat, drawing board, atmosphere, other 
people, sounds. This connecting is undetermined until the point of the action, 
the moment the drawing begins. The drawing is regarded as a ‘becoming’ 
(Deleuze 1997), neither a beginning point of development nor an end point 
but ‘always in the midst of being formed’ (p. 1). Thoughts, marks, movements 
are all contingent upon the conditions of the event.  
 
Insert fig4_knight here 
 
Figure 4: Story-focused intergenerational collaborative drawing. 
 
Figure 4 is a collaborative drawing focused on telling a story and produced by 
a young preschooler and an adult educator. The story unfolded as the 
drawing emerged on the paper. As they drew the two drawers discussed the 
details of the story and the characters that featured. The two drawers were 
seated at a table in a preschool room that had lots of other activity happening 
around them. The room itself was also highly decorated with posters, toys, 
mirrors, equipment, and designated areas (wet area, reading corner, table 
area, entrance area). Their table was also close to the door to the outside area 
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so they were not far from the constant ‘traffic’ of children going out and 
coming in from playing outdoors.  The story seemed not to refer to these 
environmental details, being about an adult King and Queen, however the 
image does not contain the conventional schema of ‘king’ and ‘queen’. Instead 
it conveys a sense of the multitude of conditions that constituted the event 
and the drawing.  
 
Insert fig5_knight here 
 
Figure 5: Science-focused intergenerational collaborative drawing. 
 
Figure 5 is also a collaborative drawing. This example was produced by 
a small group of young children and an adult educator. The children first 
explored fabrics with different surface textures and they could smell and/or 
taste different foodstuffs. They then used charcoal and pencil to draw these 
sensations. The image hosts the multiple and continuing connections each 
drawer made physically with the tools, other drawers, the fabrics and 
foodstuffs, as well as the metaphysical connections (what the food smells 
remind them of, what could be made with the foodstuffs, how the touch of the 
fabric made them feel) each of them made as they drew.       
These sophisticated images demonstrate that it is not always possible 
to search for situated markers of intelligence, developmental stage, or 
capacity because they are not always there. Deleuzian concepts about the 
imaginary are useful in considering the spontaneous decisions children make 
as they draw. Any analysis of children’s drawings then needs to consider:  
• Series-of-assemblages that include materials, physicality, environment, 
atmosphere, purpose;  
• Singularities such as ideas, experiences, suppositions, sensations; and  
• Rhizomatic connections such as fascinations, interests, strings of 
thought, theorizations.  
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These drawings did not depend upon the child's particular age, capacity or 
culture and they do not contain ‘age appropriate’ schema. The drawings are 
‘an ongoing process where the relation itself is continuously moving’ (Olsson 
2009, p. 186). They are contingent upon the assemblages of those movements, 
being temporal pauses in the ‘diverse elements and vibrant materials …as 
well as disciplinary forces’ (de Freitas 2012, p. 593) of when and how 
drawings are made in those early childhood spaces. 
The drawing examples discussed in this paper show that children don’t 
always make drawings of expected things. Alternative theorizations about 
learning, such as Masny’s (2012) Multiple Literacies Theory, and St.Pierre’s 
(2004) interrogations into learner subjects present challenges to 
developmental theories that aim to categorize and sort children’s learning 
within equally determinative developmental definitions. Drawings need to be 
thought about as momentary pauses, rather than as grounded, as 
demonstrating absolute markers of intellectual growth. 
 
Conclusions 
Deleuze (1990) suggested that the cinema is 'not something imaginary, it's a 
system of signs. Making, I hope, further systems possible' (p. 67). Deleuze 
recognized that imagery is a moment of stillness, but also a point of 
departure. Drawing also, is a framing (see Grosz, 2008) a momentary pausing 
and recording of the agglomerative collections of things that rhizomatically 
connect and meet. Trying to ascertain a child's growth based on this chaotic 
and unpredictable selecting of things erases much of what is present, on the 
surface of the paper, on the multitude of singularities that swarm around it.    
 Deleuze (1990) did not believe 'the imaginary is at all specific' (p. 66) 
because the imaginary is dependent upon too many mitigating factors. 
Children make drawings based on impromptu decisions, and their work acts 
as a momentary pause of those assemblages. At best drawings act as planes 
of exteriority to view an aspect of everything, but they can never capture the 
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whole of this, so assessing growth on this incomplete product is a pointless 
task. Growth is not linear, and neither are children’s drawings. Trying to 
connect the two, or at least suggest one by the other is a doomed exercise and 
potentially dangerous because the analysis requires so much interpretation 
and so much adult interception. This issue is particularly worrisome because 
developmentalist analyses are often applied to children’s drawings in order to 
chart their progress through their education. The four examples discussed in 
this paper clearly demonstrate how much vital information contained in 
drawings is missed when their contents are assessed on strict schematic 
expectations.   
 This paper advocates for critical analysis and theorization of early 
childhood practices to help rethink deeply entrenched, historical pedagogical 
theories and applications (Olsson, 2009). This paper concludes with some 
recommendations for rethinking pedagogical practices around children’s 
drawings:    
 
• The imaginary and imagination to be downplayed as demonstrable, 
developmental indicators, and instead to be understood as mutable, 
contingent and determined by contexts. Children do not possess 
bottomless and independent imaginations, they need rich stimuli to 
make drawings;  
 
• Drawing to be thought about as a way for children to respond to 
myriad signs that are encountered during the moments of drawing and 
are therefore unpredictable and not tied to a developmental schematic 
chronology. All the marks in children’s drawings are important and 
meaningful and do not relate to a schematic hierarchy, or the 
accruement of finer motor skills; and 
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• Greater importance needs to be placed on the events and conditions at 
the time of drawing, because events and conditions are highly affective. 
Placing paper and pencils on a table is not enough to facilitate high-
quality drawing experiences. Children need to make drawings in 
diverse situations and contexts.   
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